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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is to obtain information 
concerning the status of science teach rs in the large 
secondary achools in the State of Arkansas . The term large 
school means High Schools with fiTe or ore teachers. The 
ter small school that is refe~d to is the High School of 
le s than fiTe teachers. Their status as to, college 
training, salary, size of school, years experience, com-
binations required and teaching load. Other aspects haTe 
been considered . 
l 
This study should prove interesting t .o school en and to 
any indiTidual thinking of entering the science teacher field . 
One will see how much is expected of a science teacher as well 
as handling science . It is true that more is required of a 
sci nee teacher today than eTer before and you will note that 
many a science teacher left the field for better science jobs 
during these years of war . The comparisons made a to training, 
salary, experience and position will show you why o any 
teachers of eience left the field at a time when experienced 
science teachers were needed . These r ecords are worth hile ,. 
information for the State Department of Education to know 
about to aid in answering administrators and superTisors so 
as to better education. 
The writer is interested in this problem because, 'for 
any year have strived to get the load lifted on ci nee 
teachers so they can present their terial which is Tery 
e ential to the well fare of the student, home, community 
and world as a whole . The supp rting fields should be 
closely considered . 
It was not possible to get all tables exactly right but 
2 
a close enough Talue is obtained. There are al ays so e 
teachers that do not supply the state Department with all 
information as requested, others are careless in the way their 
reports are turned in. When the teacher's load is too great 
fficiency in all department will decrease • 
• Argus F . Smith, in 1941, completed a thesis on The 
Status of Science Teachers in th Large Secondary Sc~ools of 
Oklahoma . He included schools of fiTe teachers or ore. His 
analysis con idered college tr ining, salary, years of 
experience, combinations required and teacher load . Since this 
thesis ake an analysis of the large schools in .Arkansas, it 
should be interesting to compare the information found in the 
two studies. Thus Er . mith's very well organized data has 
been included. ~ 
Mr . John Payne's thesis completed.in 1940 but unpublish d 
problem was to analyze th statu of the teachers in the small 
secondary schools of Oklaho a. The mall secondary chools 
include High Schools of fiTe teacher or leas . In hi analysis 
he considered salaries, years of experience, professional 
training, qualifications, years in present position and other 
require ents for teaching . As a comparison on relative standings 
of l g and small schools may be of inter st. To do this some 
3 
of Hr . Payn 's data is included. 
Sist r Mary Lawrence Franz co pleted a thesi in l9f2 on 
The Status Of Science In Catholic High Schools Of Oklahoma. 
The analysis of the findings is used in the comparisons t ble 
so that one may see how experience and training, and load is 
in Catholic Schools . Sister a.ry Lawrence Franz's anal~sis is 
f or all Catholic High Schools in the State of Oklahoma. 
SOURCE OF DATA AND METHOD OF HANDLING 
These dat were obtained fro fil s t the State Department 
of Eduction in Littl Rock • .Arkan as. The materi l is as-
s bl d by the State through the requirem nt ot each principal 
or uperintendent to fil reports with the State Departnent. 
The info ation on the blanks is given at will by the teacher 
o any Tary in hours and subjects . But th ir jor work wu 
listed . any c ses were found here the principal or sup r -
intend nt had fail d to give all information and blanks had 
to b returned to school for completion . 
Th t rm "large high school" us din this probl min-
cludes any school with ore than five full time te c era . 
Three hundred and forty nine (349) school were used ten (10) 
others were found unsatisfaetory. in which a total of thre 
hundred and eighty one {381) science teachers were e ployed . 
The statistical method of study was used in this th sis . 
Data were transferred fro the blanks to a large tabulation 
sheet hioh are quipped with pl oes for records of xperience. 
alarie and the other information needed in this investigation. 
All as tabulated and then placed in tables so as to obtain 
the median and ode. 
The median a obtained by diTiding the total by two, and 
counting to the interval having this number. If th median 
w s found to besom where within an interval without ta.king 
all of it, the median was found by talcing the number of cases 
re aining after those needed to complete the nuober in the 
interTal oTer all the cases in the inter val and multipl ying 
this fraction by the size of the interTal . Thi answer was 
then added to the large end of the interval just abov the 
interval with then ber in it. 




GENERAL AND PROFESSIONAL FACTORS 
Mn and Wo en Sci ne Te chers 
Complete information for three hundr d and eighty one 
(~81) econdary high school teachers in the field of cience 
a available, from which number one hundred and seventy five 
(1?5) or 45 . 67 per cent were men, and two hundred and six 
(206) or 54 . 33 per cent ere omen. 
Table I shows that the median for men science t ach rs 
is 9 . 21 years compared to 2 . 85 years experience for th wo en 
making a difference of 6.36. There ere 18 men rithout 
teaching experience and 44 omen or 16 . 27 per cent of the 
te chers in theix first year of teaching . There ere 23 en 
with one to three years experience compared to 62 women. The 
largest percentage of women te ching have only from on to 
thr years experience, in :fa.ct 51 . 4 per cent of them ha.Te 
v ry little experience . In the group having seven to nine 
years of experience, th re were 26 m n, or 14.85 per c nt 
co par d to 18 omen or 8 . 73 per cent . There w re 20 men 
with ten tot Ive years experience compared to 10 omen . 
Also in the group having thirteen to fift en y ar of ex-
perience there were 21 men compar d to 14 women . There were 
15 m n compared to 6 o en with sixt n to eighteen years of 
experienc . There is a largt:rpercent e of men than women 
found to continue in the science teaching field with t enty or 
more y o.r of experience . There were 3 men with oTer thirty 
'1 
TABLE I 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACH S 
OF SCIENCE BY SEX - 1942- 43 
Years of : • • • • 
Exper i ence: lien : Per cent : o en 
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1 - 3 
·-6 
7- 9 
10 .. 12 
13-15 
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9 . 20 
5 . 51 
5 . 01 
2 . 36 
2 . 36 
1 . 31 
1 . 31 
: 100 
edian experience en •••• • ••••••• 9.21 yeara 
Median exper ience women • • • • • • • •• • • 2 . 85 years 
:Median experience both • • ••••••••• 5 . 28 years 
1 
Median exper ience l arge Okla. high achoola • 6 . 73 years 
2 
Median exper i ence small Okl a. high s chool s • 6 . 53 yeara 
1 
Argus F. Smith, The Statue 0~ Science Teachers In Th 
Large Secondary School s Qt. Oklahoia, thesis 1939- 40 p7 ~ 
2 
~ es Payne , The Status Of Scienc e Tea cher s In The Small 
Secondary School o7c>klahoma."'t'h ~is unpubli hed 193§:io p . 5 . 
years of experience and 2 women. Thi i exceptional , no 
doubt the long tenure is due to establishment of th indi-
viduals in the district and to their not ishing to b tter 
their condition. All ere found to be rec iTing mall pay . 
The trend as far as yea.re of experience in Arkansas a.nd 
Oklaho a i about the same. Findings show that the majority 
of science teachers now employed are lacking experienc . 
Mr . Smith found that the median experience for men and 
women i n the large high schools was 6 . 73 yea.rs3 • This hows 
an adTantage in Oklahoma oTer Arkansas of . 55 years . 
Findings by :Mr . Payne in the emall high school of 
Oklahoma was 6 . 53 y r 4 • This gives an adTa.ntag of . 20 to 
the large schools in Oklahoma. This hows very little dif-
ference in the exp rience of science teachers for the whole 
St te of Oklaho a. But it doe point out that about half of 
the teachers haTe six or less years of experience . It i 
int resting to note that the greatest number of teachers in 
small schools fall in the interTal between one and three 
years, while in the larg r schools it i four to six year . 
3 
Argus F . Smith. 211• cit. p. 6. 
J"ames Payne, Qe_ •. cit . p . 5. 
8 
9 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WITHIN PRESENT SCHOOL DIS ICT 
Information was found for three hundred eighty one {381) 
science teach r, of whioh one hundred seventy (170) or 4-4. .61 
per cent were men, and to hundred eleven {211) or 55 . 39 per 
cent wo en. 
Table II hows that the edian experience in the district 
was 1.42 years for th en and wo en . The men haT an ad.Tan-
tage in this case of . 59 years, wo en were . 91 y a.r en 1.50 
years . There were 71 or ,1 . 76 per cent of en and ll? or 55.45 
per cent of the omen te ching in th district for th first 
time . Th re ere 13 en or 7 . 64 per cent who had be n in 
district o er fourteen years and only 9 or 4 . 26 per cent women . 
You will note that the median years of experienc for all 
t achers is 5 . 28 y ars while the t nure in the district is 
only 1 . 42 years . The te cher having the greatest experience in 
the district ·1a a man with thirty fiT year . 
In Mr . Smith's study of large high schools in Okla.ho he 
found edia.n to be for both l.74 y ars5 • In Arkansas it is 
found to b 1 .• 42 years this shows teachers of science in years 
experi nee higher in Oklahoma than Arkansas. 
It . Payne found in the s 11 school it was 1 . 68 year 6 • 
Compared to large school in Oklahoma the large schools haTe 
7 a slight advantage or experi nee of . 06 years . 
5 
Argua F . Smith, QR• ill• P• 8 . 
6 
Jams Payne , ~. ill• P • 7 
7 
Argus F. Smith, ~. ill• p . 7 . 
10 
TABLE II 
YEARS EXPERIENCE WITHIN PRESENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Years in • . . . . • • • . • 
District • en • Per cent . omen • Per cent . Total • Per cent • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
0 • 71 • 41.?6 • 11? • 55.45 : 188 • 49.34 • • • • • . • • . . . • • . • • • 
1 • 28 . 16 . 46 • 31 • 14 . 69 • 59 : 15 . 48 • • • . • 
• • . • • : • • • • • 
2 • 13 . '7 . 64 • 16 : 7 . 65 • 29 • 7 . 61 • • • • • 
• • . . : : • • • • 
3 • 8 : 4 . 64 : 9 • 4 . 26 . 17 • 4 . 46 • • • • 
• • • . : . • • • • • 
' • 9 • 5 . 50 • 8 
. 3 . 78 • 17 : 4 .46 • • • • • . • . . • • • • • . • • 
5 • 13 • 7 . 64 • ? . 3 . 31 . 20 • 5.24 • • • • • • . • . • . . . • • • • • 
6 • 2 : 1.17 • 2 . . 94 • 4 . 1.05 • • • • • 
• • . • : . • • • • • 
7 • 7 . 4 . 06 • 3 • 1 . 42 • 10 • 2 . 67 • • • • • • 
: • • . . • • • • 
8 . • . 4 . 1 . 89 • 4 . 1.05 • • • • • • 
• • . • : : • • • • 
9 . 3 • 1 . 74 . l . . 47 . 4 • 1 . 05 • . . • • • . • • . • : • • • • • 
10 • l • . 58 • • . l . .26 • • . • • • . • • • . . . • • • • . 
11 • • . l : . 47 • l . . 26 • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 
12 • • • 2 • . 94 • 2 • . 52 . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • 
13 . 2 . 1 . 17 . l • . 47 . 3 . .78 . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • . • • 
14-on • 13 . 7 . 64 • 9 • 4 . 26 • 22 . 5 . 7? • • • • • • 
• . • • • • • . • • • • 
Total :170 • 100 . 211 :100 . 381 . 100 • • • • 
edian experience en • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 . 50 years 
Median exp rienee WO en • • . • • • • • • . • . 91 years 
Median experience both • • • • • • • • • • • 1. 42 year 
Median experience large Okla. high 
8 
schools • 1.74 years 
9 
Median experience small Okla. high schools • l . 68 years 
8 
~ .. p. 8 . 
9 
James Payne, ~- ill• 
11 
Thi . median as compared in Arkans sis . 32 yea.rs . There 
does not seem to be much difference in Oklaho a and Arkansas 
school • 
SEMESTER HOURS OF COLLEGE TRAINING OF SCIENCE ACHERS 
This is the training hours for thre hundred ninty one 
(391) science teachers . 
Table III- A shows thirty two (32) of th three hundred 
ninty one (391} were not .classified; thus , only thr hundred 
fifty nine (359) oould be considered i the table . The median 
for biology is 13 . 64 hour and for physical science, 18 . 92 
hours . The reports from the distrieta did not require the 
teacher to list all their training but only the hour they had 
in the specified fi ld . Many classified .s science teachers 
listed other training in preteren·ce to science. This table is 
not a good r presentation of the science teachers because the 
reports did not list their complete hours of training . 
Mr. Smith found in large Oklaho a schools th t the median 
for biology as 16 . 00 hours, and tor physical sci nc 18 . ll 
10 am ster hours • Compared with Ark sas biology 13 . 64 hours 
physical ci nee 18 . 92 se ester hour . The sciunce t acher of 
the two states, as far as training, compar on the s e par . 
Science teachers are required to ha~e the necessary hours before 
thy enter th teaching field . 
11 
• Payne finds in the s all schools edian biology 15 . 83 
1
irgus F . Smith, J&£• cit . p. 10 . 
11 
Jamee Payne,~. ill• P• 9 . 
12 
TABLE III- A 
SEMESTER HOURS OF COLLEGE TRAINI NG I N SCIENCE TEACHI NG FIELDS 
e ester: • . Physical . • Un-. • • • 
Hours • Biolog,x: • Phzsiolog;t: . Science • Geog. • classified . • • • • . • . . . • . • . • 
1 - 4 • 7 • ? . l • 6 ; • • • • . . • . • . • . • • 
5-8 • 28 . 11 • 29 . 10 • 4 • . . • • 
• . . . • • • • 
9 - 12 • 30 . 6 . 43 . 3 . 5 • • • • • 
: • . • • • • 
13- 16 . 17 : 2 • 30 . 2 . 5 . • . • 
• . . . • • . • • • 
17- 20 • 24 . 2 . 42 : 2 . 3 . . . • . . • . . • . . • . 
21- 24 • l? • • 30 • l . 4 • • • • . 
• . • • . • • • • • 
25-28 . 5 . 1 • 29 . . 2 • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • 
29- 32 . 6 . . 23 . . 3 . • • • . 
• • • • • • • • 
33- 36 • 4 • . 10 . • 2 • • • • • . . . : . • . .. • 
37- 40 . 2 . 15 . . l • • • . 
• • • . • • • • • • 
41- 44 • • . 10 . . l • . • . • 
• • • . . • • • . • 
45- 48 • 1 • . 7 . . • • • • . 
• • . • . • • . • • 
49- 52 • 1 • . 3 . . • • . • • . . . • . . • . • • 
53·- 56 . • . 2 . : 2 • • • • . . . . . • • • • • 
5?- 60 . . • 2 . . • • . • • . . . . . • • • • • 
61- on . 2 • . 5 . . • • • • • 
• • • • • . • • . . 
Total 144 • 29 • 294 24 . 32 . • • . • . . . • . • 
Median . 13 . 64 • 6 . ?2 • 18 . 92 . 2 . 40 . . • • . . 
L. 12 • . • . . . • • . • 
Okla . . 16 . 00 . 4 . 25 . 18 . 11 . 5 . 50 . • • • • • s. 13 • . • . • • • • 
Okla. • 15 . 83 • 6 . 22 . 8 . 46 . 5 . 40 . • • . • • 
12 
Argue F . Smith , b22· cit . 
13 
James Payne, ~- cit. 
13 
hours and 8 . 46 hours for physical science. 
The co parison made between the small and large schools 
f avor large schools. A better opportunity to sp cialize in 
few subjects. 
SEMESTER HOURS O COLLEG T~INING N SCIENCE BYS 
Table III-B sho s these ester hours of college training 
in ci nee by subjects . The median for biology is 10.68 
emester hours, chemi try 9 . 20 hours, physics ?.92 hours, 
while tor zoology, botany, phy iology and geography there ar 
co aratively few ho rs listed. An explanation for the f w 
hours in Taried subjects ie that the ajority of te chers list 
their hours as biology or science and do not break it down 
into indiTidual units. It is easy to see fro the tablet t 
the oience tech rs have di tributed their work over all 
science subjects. This gives a better knowledge of cience in 
gen ral and naturally tends to a.lee a better te oher. 
Two women were found to haT oTer ninty five (95) hours 
of biology and one an h eighty one (81) hour or physie . 
14 
TABLE I II-B 
SEUESTER HOURS OF COLLEGE TRAINING IN SCIENCE BY SU.BJECTS 
Se • . . • . : : . • • • . • . 
Hours . Biol • Zool • Bot . Phy • Chem . Ph_ys . Geol . Geog • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • 
1-4 • 31 13 • 15 . 21 • ~2 . 22 : 11 . 20 • • • • • • 
• . . • . • . • • . . . • • 
5- 8 . 77 • 25 . 23 . 3? • 68 . 44 . 3 . 44 • • • . . . • • 
• • . . • . • . . . • • • • • • 
9- 12 . 71 • 12 : 13 . 19 . 69 . 24 • ' 12 . • . • • • • . . • . • . •. • • • . • • • 
13- 1 6 . 44 . 7 . 9 • 6 . 13 • 15 . • 8 • • • • . . . • . . • • . • . . . . • • • • . • 
17- 20 . 37 • l . 5 • 4 • 24 . 15 . . . • . • • • • . . . • . . . . • • • . • • • 
21- 24 • 21 . . l . l . 10 . 6 • • 1 • • • • • • • • 
• • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • 
25 - 28 • 7 . 1 . • : 7 • . • • . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . • • • . • • • 
29- 32 • 8 • • . l . 4 . 3 • • l . • • . • • • • . • • : • . • . . . . • • . • 
33- 36 . 7 • • • . l . • • . • • • • • • • . . • . • • . . • • • . • • • • 
3?-40 • 3 . • • . 1 . 2 . • . . • • • . • • . . . . . • . • • • 
41-44 • • . . . 2 . 1 . . . • • . . . . • . • • • . • • . . • . • . • • • 
45-48 • 1 . . . . 1 . . • • ' . . • . . . • • . • . • • • • • • 
49- 52 . l . • . . : . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . • 
53-56 . • . . . . . . • • • . • • • • 
: • . • . . . . • . • 
57-60 . • • . . . . . . • • . • • . • . • • . . . . • • . • • 
61-on • 2 • • • . l • . • • • . • • • . • • • . . . • . . • • 
Total . 310 . 59 . 66 • 89 . 242 . 133 : 1 4 . 84 . • • • • • • . • • . . . . • • • 
Medi n :l0 . 68 . 6 . 64 . 7.12:6 . 52 . 9 . 20 . 7 . 92 . 2 . 52 . 4 . 40 • . . . • . 
L. 14 . . . . • . • . . . • . 
Okla. :15 . 67 . 6 . 11 . 5 . 43:4 . 25 9 . 45 . 7 . 67 . 5 . 84 . 4 . 05 • • . • • 
14 
Argus F . Smith , QR • cit. pp. 12-13. 
15 
TOTAL NUllBER OF SEMESTER HOURS OF SCI~CE 
In table IV is information for three hundred and ighty 
one (381 ) teachers . One hundred and seTenty one (l?l) en 
and two hundred and ten (210) women . The edian fort 
men was 29 . 30 se ester hours compared to th women of 20 . 20 
se ster hours . There is difference of 9 . 10 hour . 
The peak of semester hours of science is sixteen to 
twenty hours with 46 women or 21 per cent and 20 en or 14 
per cent . From twenty to fifty hours the en haTe the great-
at per cent of science hours, but there is a larger per c nt 
ot saience for women with from fiTe to two hours training . 
There was one women with one hundred and fifteen hours of 
science, another with ninty fiTe hours and one 
ninty one (91) hours . 
listed 
The co parison between large schools in Oklaho a and 
Arkansas hows Oklahoma a little better qualified. The com-
parison between the s 
Mr . Smith
15 ere he use 
11 and large school s 
P , 1 6 ~. • ayne ~1gure 
xpress ed by 
indicts sci-
enc teach re better qualified in the large schools. 
Oklaho school ar 11 . 9 per cent better qualifi d than 
Arkansas . 
1lbid. , P • 15 . 
16 
James Payne,~. cit . p . 11 . 
16 
TABLE IV 
TOTAL NUMBER OF SEMESTER HOURS OF SCIENCE 
. • • . . . • • . . . • 
Hours: Men . Per cent : fomen • Per cent . Total . Per ceni_ • • • • . • . • • . . • 
0 -5 • 4 . 2 . 34 . ? . 3 . 33 : 11 2.88 • . • • 
• • • • . • • • • • 
6-10 : 12 • 7 . 01 : 22 . 10.47 . 34 • 8 . 92 . • • • . . . • . . . • • • • • 
11-15: 19 • 11 . 11 . 29 . 13 . 80 . -48 . 12.33 • • • . • . • . • . • • . . • 
16- 20: 20 • 14 . 61 • 46 . 21 . 90 . 66 • 18.01 • . • • . . • • • . • • . • • 
21 - 25 : 15 8 . 18 . 22 • 10.47 . 3'7 • 9 . 68 • • • • . : . . : : • . . 
2 6- 30 : 18 • 8 . 89 . 16 • 7.61 • 34 • 8 . 9 2 • • • • . . . . . • . • . 
31-35: 11 • 6 . 41 • 12 5 . 64 • 23 . 5 . 98 • • • • 
• . . • . . • • • • . • 
36- 40 : 19 • 11 . 11 . 13 . 6 . 49 . 3 2 • 8 .32 . • . • • . . . • . . • • ,. • 
41 - 45 : 15 . 8 . 18 . ll . 5 . 17 : 26 . 6 . ?6 • • • • 
• • • • . • . • • • 
46- 50: 13 . 7 . 60 . 10 . 4 .70 . 23 . 5 . 98 • • • • . 
• • . • . . • . • • • • 
51- 55 : 7 • 4 . 08 . 7 • 3 . 33 • 14 • 3 . 64 • • • • • 
• • . • • . • • • • . • 
56- 60: 7 . • • 08 • 5 . 2 . 35 . 12 • 3 . 12 • • • . • . . . . . . . • • • • • 
61 - 65: 4 • 2 . 34 • 3 • 1 . 42 • 7 . 1 . 82 • • • • • 
• • . : • • • . . 
66-70: 2 . 1 . 16 • 2 . . 95 . 4 . 1 . 04 • • • • • 
• . • • . . . • • • • . 
71-75: 2 • 1 . 16 . 2 . • 95 . 4 . 1 . 0 • • • . • • . • . . . . • • • . • • 
76- 80: l • . 5& . 1 • . 47 • 2 • . 52 • . • • • 
• : . . . . • • • • • 
81- 85 : l : . 58 . . • l . . 2 6 . • • • . . • . . . • • • • • . 
86- 90: : . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • 
91-on: l . . 58 • 2 • . 95 • 3 . . ?8 . . . • • . • . . . . • . • . • . 
Total:171 . 100 . 210 . 100 • 381 . 100 • • . • • 





TABLE IV (continued} 
COMPARISON BY SEMESTER HOURS 
• • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 29 . 30 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 . 20 
• • • • • ,. • • .. • • • • 24 . 20 
large high schools Okla. 
17 
36 . 10 • 
small high schools Okla . 
18 
• 32 . 72 
17 
s est r hour 
s mest r houra 
se ester hour a 
semester hour 
semester hours 
RELATION OF COLLEGE TRAINING O MONTHLY SALARY 
Table V shows the r ,elation of college training to month-
ly salary for three hundred and eighty (380} cience teachers . 
Findings show 107 have less than 123 hours of college tr ining 
229 have between 124 and 153 hours of training a.nd 44 have 
over 154 hours . I find 61 or 57 . 22 per cent of the teachers 
with lees than 123 hours of training do not draw over ighty 
five (85) dollar~ a onth and 22 or 20 . 46 per cent are paid up 
to one hundred dollars . Of those with over 124 hours and up to 
153 hours 65 or 29 . 48 per cent only get up to eighty five 
dollar8 a month and 42 or 18 . 06 per c nt dra up to one hundred 
dollars, 27 or 11 . 61 per oent get up to one hundred and fifteen 
dollars . Findings show O of the teachers who have between 12 
and 153 hours of tr ining get better than two hundred (~00) 
dollars per onth of that group 8 or 3 . 44 per cent get oTer 
1Argus F. Smith., ~ . cit . p . 15 . 
18 
James Payne . , ~- ill• p. 11 . 
two hundred and fifty one (251) dollars per onth . 
For those with 154 hours or oTer ot college training 
5 or 11.35 per cent get only eighty :tie dollars per month, 
6 or 13 . 62 per cent gt up to one hundred dollars. Then a 
decid d jump up to one hundred and f'orty six (l-i6) dollars 
18 
a mo th there are 7 or 16 . 11 per cent followed by 5 or 11.35 
per cent get up to one hundred and seventy fiTe (175) dollars, 
5 or 11 . 35 per cent get up to two hundred and fiTe (205) 
dollars per month . Alo ~ or 11.35 per ~ent get up to two 
hundred and thirty fiTe (235) dollars a onth and 6 or 13.62 
per cent get oTer two hundred !itty one (251) dollars a month. 
For the entire table 131 or 35 . 26 per cent o! the sci nc 
teach rs only get up to eighty !iTe (85) dollars pr month, 70 
or 18 . 20 per cent only get one hundred (100) dollars and 33 or 
8 . 58 per cent get one hundred and fifteen (115) dollars. As 
a whole science teach rs draw Tery s all pay for th aerTices 
rendered. 
One teacher had t G hundred and thirty fiTe hours of 
college training but receiTed a very low sal y. Another had 
one hundred and ninty eight (198) hours of training and ten (10) 
years of experience and was only g tting eighty fie (85) dolla.ra 
per onth. There are 8 teachers that received less than sixty 
(60) dollars per month. In another case 4 teachers were orking 
for nineteen (19) dollars per onth . 
The median salary for groups with ~23 hours training and 
under is eighty two and fiTe one hundredt:bs (82 . 05) dollars 
19 
per onth . For 124 to 153 hour it as on hundred an four 
and fiT one hundre ths (104 . 05) dollar-a per onth . Those over 
154 houra, the median is one hundred and fifty seven and 
eventy tiTe one hundredths (157 . 75) dollars . You ill not 
the relation between salary a.nd coll ge training . Science 
teachers without college training a.nd experi nee do not get 
a li ing wage . 
From Mr . Smith's findings in Oklahoma large chools the 
19 
edian 1 122 . 61 • For the larg choola in Arkansas it 
is 97 .60. Between Yr . Payne's 20 findings for s all schools 
in Okla.ho are $107.05. Th pay gos inf :v-or of the larg r 
ount ot coll ge tr ining. Also the larger schools pay 
higher salaries. Th re ia no doubt th t the salaries are 
uch higher in the la.rg r high chools in Arkanea than in the 
smaller ones . The sm ller chools do not ha e sufficient 
:funds to support them. 
1iz.gua F. Smith. , Ql?.• ill• P• 17. 
20 
J ea Pyne • • Ql!• ill• p . 13 . 
20 
TABLE V 
RELATION OF COLLEGE TRAINING TO MONTHLY SALARY 
• Semester Hours • 
Salary :up to: Per :124 to: er :154: Per :Tot 1 : Per 
Per o . : 123 • cent : 153 • cent :on • C nt . . eent • • • . • 
• : . • • • . . • • . • • • • 
70- 85 • 61 :57 . 22 . 65 :29 . 48 • 5 : 11. 35 • 131 :35 . 26 • • • • 
• : • . • . . • • • • • . • • 
86- 100: 22 20 . 46 • 42 :18 . 06 6 :13 . 62 • 70 :18 . 20 • • 
: • • • : . • • • • 
101- 115: 5 4 . 65 • 2? :11 . 61 l . 2 . 2? • 33 . 8 . 58 • • • • 
• : • . • . • . • • • 
116- 130: 3 2 . 79 • 16 . 6 . 88 • : 9 . 08 • 23 . 5 . 98 • • • • • . . • • . • • . . • • 
131-145: 4 • 3 . 72 . 14 • 6 . 02 . . 18 . • • 68 . • • • • . • • • • . • : • • • • • • • 
146- 160: 4 . 3 . 72 • 11 . 4.73 . 7 :16 . ll • 22 • 5 . 72 • . . • • • . • : : . • • . • • • • • • 
161 - 175: l • . 93 . 10 : 4 . 30 . 5 :ll . 35 . 16 • 4: . 16 • • • • • 
: • . • • . . • • • • • . • • 
176- 190: 3 • 2 . 79 • 10 • 4 . 30 • . • 13 • 3 . 38 • • • • • • • 
• . : : • . • • • • . • • • 
191- 205: 2 • 1 . 86 13 . 5 . 59 . 5 :ll.35 • 20 . 5.20 • • • . . . • . • . . . • • . • • • • 
206- 220: l . . 93 2 • . 86 . • 3 : .78 • • . . 
• • • • . . • • • • • • 
221-235: • 8 . 3 . 44' . 5 :11.35 . 13 . 3 . 38 • • • . • . : • . • • • • • • • . • 
236- 250: l . . 93 • 3 • 1 . 29 . : • 4 • 1 . 04 • • • • • • 
• • • . . • • . • • • • • • • . 
251 - UJ:'! . • . 8 : 3 . 44 • 6 :13 . 62 . l • 3 . 64 • • • • . • . • • : • • • . • • • • • 
Total :107 . 100 . 229 . 100 :44 • 100 • 380 • 100 • • • • • • 
'Median salary 123 and under • • • • • • • • • • $ 82 . 05 
Median salary 124 to 153 hours • • • • • • • • 104 . 05 
edian salary 154 and oTer • • • • • • • • • • 15? . 75 
Median salary total • • • •· • • • • • ·• • • • • 9?.60 
Median salary large high schools Okl • 
21 
• • • • 122 . 61 
edian salary 8 all high schools Okl • 
22 
• • • • 107 . 05 
21 
Argus F. Smith . ' fil • cit . p . l? 
2~ e s Payne, ~-ill• P • 13 . 
21 
RELATION OF EXPERIENCE TO MONTHLY SAL.ARY 
There were three hundred and ,aeT nty eight ( 3?8) science 
teachers considered in table VI. The salary range is fro 
seTenty to two hundred and forty doll.a.rs per onth . The 
tables show that aa the experienee incre ses th salary 
increases . The median of teachers without experience i ·s 
90 . 62 dollar•, while teachers with one to three year ex-
perience receiTe 92 . 69 dollars. The greater inorea s &re 
found higher up the scale. 
The mode lies in the interval of eighty to ninty which 
is 22 . 78 per cent of the teachers . 
From the three hundred and seventy eight (378) teachers 
two hundred and twenty fiTe (225) of them are gett i ng le s 
than 120 dollars a month, making the mode from zero to three 
years teaching experience. Sixty are t aching their first 
year and the findings show the reoeiTing very low pay because 
of their experience. 
The 
for th 
edian years experience for 495 teachers in Oklahoma 
23 
large high schools is 6 . 61 and median saJ.a.ry !'or 
s ame is $128.ll. 
lb' . Payne found in the small high schools th salary waa 
$111 . 47 and the years of experience 6 . 6124 • 
2Xrgus F. Smith., .21!• cit . p. 20 . 
2
!ame Payne • • 21?• ~ . p. 15. 
22 
TABLE VI 
RELATION OF EXPERIENCE TO MONTHLY SAL.ARY 
. Total ,lears of teaching ex12erience • 
Salary • . Per . . Per . • Per . • Per . . Per • • • . • • • • • • 
Per mo . : 0 • cent :1-3 : cent ; 4~6: cent :7-9: cent :10-12: C nt • 
: . • . . . • . • • . . • • • 
70 -. 79 : 13 :21 . 58 :18 :21.06 :10 :17 . 50 5 . 9.80 2 . 8.00 • • . • . . . . • . . . • • • . • . • . • • 
80- 89 :15 :25 . 30 :22 :26 . 29 :14 :24 . ?5 . 7 :13 . 72 . 7 :28 . 00 • • . • . . . • . • . • • . . • . • • • . • 
90 - 99 . ? :11 . 62 . 6 . 7 . 02 4 . 7 . 00 . 8 :19 . 64 . 2 . 8 . 00 • • • • . • • 
• . . . . . . : . • • • . • . . . 
100-109:10 :16 . 60 :ll :12 . 87 : 5 . 8 . 75 . 3 . 5 . 88 . 2 . 8 . 00 • • • • . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • 
110- 119: 8 : 13 . 28 8 . 9 . 36 • :5 • 5 . 25 . l . 1 .96 . l • 4.00 • • • . • • • 
• . . . • • . . . . • • • • • • . • • • 
120-129: 1 1 . 66 . 4 4 . 68 : 5 . 8.75 . 3 • 5 . 88 . 1 . 4.00 • • • • • . . . . . . . • . • . • • • . . • • • 
130-139: l . 1.66 . 4 4 . 68 . . . 3 . 5 . 88 . . • • • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • 
140-149: 1 . 1 . 66 3 . 3 . 51 . 3 5 . 25 . 2 . 3 . 92 . 2 . 8 . 00 . . • • • . • . . • . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . 
150-159: . : 4 4.68 3 5 . 25 . 3 . 5 . 88 . 1 . 4: . 00 . . . • • . • : . . . . • . • • • • • • 
160-169: 2 . 3 . 32 . . . 5 • 8 . 75 . 3 5 . 88 . . • • • • • . 
• • • . . • . . . • • • • • • • . • 
170-179: . l . 1 . 17 • . . l . l.96 . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • 
180-189 : • • . . l . 1 . 75 . 2 3 . 92 l . 4 . 00 • • . . . . • 
• . . . • . . . • • • • • . • . 
190-199: 1 1 . 75 . 1 . 1 . 75 . l . 1 . 96 . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . 
200 - 209: • . 2 . 2 . 34 . 2 3 . 50 4 . 7.84 2 . 8.00 . • • • . . 
• . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • 
210-219: . : . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 
220-229: 2 . 3 . 32 . 1 1 . 17 . 1 . 1 . 75 • 2 . 3 . 92 . 1 . 4 . 00 . • . • . • . • . • • . . . • . . • • . . • • • • • 
230-239: . : . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . • . . • • • • • • 
240-U:Q . . . : l . 1 . 96 . iL :12. 00 . . • . • 
• . • . . . . . • • • • • . . • 
Total :60 100 :85 100 :57 . 100 :51 . 100 . 25 . 100 • • • • 
Median . : . . . • • . • 
Salar;i'.: ,J 90 . 62 • 92 . 69 . 99 . 80 . 111 . 75 105 . 75 • . . 
TABLE VI (continued) 
RELATION OF EXPERIENCE TO MONTHLY SALARY 
. Total years of teaching experience . 
Salar y . . Per . . Per . . Per • . Per • . • • . • • • 
Per mo.:13-15: cent :16- 18: cent :19- u;e: cent :Total: cent . . • . . . . • • • . • • • 
$ 70 - ?9 1 . 2 . 77 . l . 5 . 00 . 5 :ll.35 . 55 . 14 . 30 • • • . . • 
• . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . 
80 - 89 . " : 11.08 . 5 :25 . 00 • 5 :11.35 . ?9 . 22 . 78 • . • • • . . • . . . • . • . • • • . . • 
90 - 99 . • : 11.08 . . • 1 2.27 . 32 . 8 . 32 . . • • . • . • . . • . . . • . • • • . . . 
100- 109: 4 : 11.08 l 5 . 00 . 4 : 9 .08 . 40 10.40 • • . • • • • . . • • . . • • . 
110-119: 1 • 2 . 77 1 5 . 00 1 2 . 27 24 . 6 . 24 • • 
• • • . . • . . • • • • • • • • 
120-129: 4 :11 . 08 . 2 :10 . 00 . 1 • 2 . 27 . 21 5.46 8 • • . 
• . . . . . • • • . . . 
130 - 139: . . 8 2 . 08 • • . . : . . . . • • • . • • 
140-149: 2 5 . 54 • l 5 . 00 . . . 14 : 3.6. . • • • . • . • . : • . • • • • • . • 
150- 159 : 3 8 . 31 • 1 5 . 00 . 4 . 9.08 19 4.9.( • • • 
• • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • 
160-169: 2 : 5 . 54 . 1 • 5 . 00 . 3 6 . 81 . 16 . 4.16 . • . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • 
170-179: l . 2 . 77 . 1 . 2.27 . 4 . 1.04 • • • . . . • . . . . . • • • . • • • 
180-189: l . 2 . 77 • l . 5 . 00 . 3 . 6.81 • 9 • 2 . 34 . • • . . • • . • . . : . • . • • . 
190- 199: 1 . 2 . 77 . 1 5 . 00 . l . 2.27 . 6 • 1.5 6 . . . • • . . . . . • . . • • • • • . • 
200- 209: . : 7 :15 .. 89 . l? . ,.,2 • • • . . • . . . . . • • • • . . • • 
210- 219: . • • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • 
220- 229: 3 8.31 2 :10 . 00 . 2 . 4.50 14 3 . 64 • . 
: • . • . . . • • • • . • . .
230- 239: . . . : . . • . . . . : : . . . . . . 
240- up : 5 :13 . 85 . 3 :15 . 00 . 6 : 13 . 62 . 18 . ... . 68 . • . • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • Tot a l . 36 : 100 20 . 100 . 44 . 100 :3?8 . 100 • • • • • Median • . . • . . 
Salary . ,139 . 00 . 139 . 00 • 159 . 97 . 103 . 7? . • • • 
. • 
Years of 
TABLE VI (continued) 
SALARIES I N LARGE AND SMALL SCHOOLS 
Median salaries 
Large . Large • Sm ll . • 
24 
25 26 Ex;Eeriene . Ark . Schools . Okla . Schools : Okla. Schools • . . . • . 
0 $ 90 . 62 . $ 88 . 13 • . • • • 
1-3 . 92 . 69 . 93 . 12 • . . • • • 
4 - 6 . 99 . 90 . 130 . 82 . • . • • • 
7-9 . 111 . ?5 . 134 . 55 • • 
• • • • 
10- 12 . 105 . 75 • 139 . 00 • . 
13- 15 . 139.00 . 155 . 67 • . 
16- 18 139 . 00 174.00 . • • • 
19- u;e 159.97 . 187 . 00 . 
• • • . 
Median 103 . ?7 . 128 . ll . 
Median yeare xperience Ark . large 
Median years experience Okla . large 
Median years experience Okla . small 
2
X.rgus F . S i th, . QI?. . ill• p . 23 • 
2
~ ea Payne , • .QI?.. cit . p . 15 . 
. • 
• 82 . 12 • . • . 92 . 60 . 
• • . 110 . 06 • . • . 122 . 50 • 
• • . 121.50 • . • . 120 . 00 . . • . 150 . 00 • 
• • . 140 . 75 • . • . 111 . 47 • 
school • • • 5 . 21 
schools . • • 6 . 61 
schools. • • 6 . 53 
RELATION OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND SIZE OF SCHOOL 
This information for table VII is compiled from three 
hundred and seTenty nine (379) te chers. Of thi number 122 
or 32 per cent t ught in schools haTing from 5.1 to 6 
teachers with a median experience of 4 . 32 years . The mode is 
the interT&l between one and three years of experience . 
There were thirty seTen (37) or 9 per cent teach ill£ in 
schools from 6 . 1 to 7 teachers . Median experience here is 
5 . 49 years. The mode is for this group the interT 1 between 
tour and six years of experience . 
In the schools of 7 . 1 to 8 teachers there were thirty 
two (32) or 8 per cent employed . The median i 5.25 years. 
The mode is at interTal between one and three years. 
In schools of 8 .1 to 9 teachers there were thirty two 
(32) or 8 per cent employed. The median is ? . 50 ye rs . The 
mode is at interTal between seTen and nine years . 
In schools of 9 . 1 to 10 teachers there were twenty seTen 
(2?) or 7 per cent employed. The median of this group is 
5 .73 year. Th mode for these teachers is interval between 
one and three year or experience. 
In schools of 10 . l to 11 teachers there ere twenty (20) 
or 5 per cent employed. The median years of teaching ex-
perience for this group is 2.40 . The mode is between one 
and three years of experience. 
In the schools of 11 . 1 to 12 teachers there ar twenty 
three (23 ) or 6 per cent employed. The median of this group 
ABLE VII 
RELATION OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND SIZE OF THE SCHOOL 
: Number of teachere in school 
No .of : ~er : Per : : Per : : Per 
Years :5 . 1-6: cent :6 . 1-7: cent :7 . l - 8: cent :8 . 1-9: cent 
• • . • . • . • . • . • 
0 : 2 1 : 17 . 61 : 5 :13.20 : 5 :15. 60 : 5 :15.76 . • 
1- 3: 32 . . 
. . . . 
:27 . 20 6 . • 
. . • • 
:15 . 84: . . 
. . . . 
8 : 25 . 12: 2 
. . 
: 6 . 24 . • 
4-6 : 18 :14 . 58 : 9 :26 . 08 4 :12 . 48: 6 :18 . 72 . . . . • . . • . • 
7- 9: 12 : 9 .72: 5 :13 . 20: 3 : 9 . 36 6 :18 . 72 
: 
10-12: 9 . • 
13-15: . • 
7 
16-18: 7 . . 
19- 21: 7 . • 
• • . • . • • . : • • 
7.29: 2 5 . 28 5 :15 . 60: 2 : 6 . 24 
• • : 







. . • • 
: 7 . 92: . • 3 
4 :10 . 56 : l 
• . . . 
5 . 67: 1 : 2 . 64 : l . • • • . . 
. . • • 
• • 
9 . 36 . . 3 
. • 
: 9 . 36 . • 
3 . 12: 3 : 9 . 36 . • 
. . 3 .12 
• . 
l : 3 . 12 . . 
26 




Okla . : 
. • 
100 
4 . 32 
6 . 86 
. . 
. • . . 
S7 100 
5 . 49 




32 : 100 : 32 : 100 
5 . 25 
3 . 64 
. • . • 
7 . 50 
5 . 00 
is 2 . 85 years of experience. The mode is bet ween one and 
three yea r of experience . 
In the schools i th 12 or more teachers there ere eighty 
six (86) or 22 per cent employed . The median for this group 
was 6 . 27 years of experience . The ode falls between four 
and ix years of experience . 
27 
Argus F . Smith . , Loe. ill• p. 24. 
TABLE VII (continued) 
RELATION OF TEACHING EXPERIE CE AND SIZE OF TH SCHOOL 
: Number of teachers in school 
No . of: : Per :10 . l-: Per :ll . 1-: Per :12 . l - : Per 
Yeare :9 . l-10: cent :11 : cent :12 cent :up : cent . • • • . . : . • . • . . 
0 8 :29.60: 6 :30 . 00: 2 : 8 . 68: 14: 16 . 24 . • 
1-3 
4-6 : 
7-9 . • 
10-12 : . • 
13-15: 
• • 
16-18: . • 
19-21: . . 
6 : 22 . 20 . • . • 5 
. . • • 
:25 . 00 : 10 . . . • 
. . • • 





2 : 7 . 40 1 : 5 . 00: 2 : 8 .68: 17: 19.?2 . . . • • • 
3 :11 . 10 : 4 :20 . 00 : 
. • 
• • 
. . . . 
ll: 12.76 . . . . . . • . • . . 
• • • • • 
: 1 : 5 . 00: 5 :21 . 70: . • • • . • . • 3 3.48 • • 
3 :11.10 : 1 : 5 . 00 2 8 . 68: 12: 13.92 
3 
. • : 
:11 . 10: 
• • . . 
l : 3. 70 : . . 
. • . . . • 
. . 
. • . . . • 
. • . . . . 







5 . 80 
27 
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2 . 40 
6 . 33 
. • 
. . . . 
. . 
2 . 85 
7.00 
. • . . 
6 . 27 
7 .50 
he findings here do not indicate that there is very 
much relationship between the years of experience and the 
size of the school. 
TABLE VII (continued) 
RELATION OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE D SIZE OF THE SCHOOL 
: 
Number ot teachers in sch.ool 
Year of • . 
Ex;eerience Total Per cent 
• • 
0 • 66 • 19 . 40 • • . • 
1 - 3 • 80 . 20.80 • • . . • • 
4 ... 6 . 59 . 15 . 34 • • . . • . 
7-9 . 44 : 11 . 44 .. . • 
10 ... 1 2 27 7. 02 
• • 
13-15 34 . 8 . 84 • 
16-18 23 • 5 . 98 • . . . . 
19- 21 . 16 3 . 38 • . • 
22-up • 30 7 . 80 • . • 
otal . 379 • 100 . 00 • • 
Median • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 . 22 
Median of tota l in Oklahoma schools 29 6 . 56 • • • • • 
TEACHING LOAD 0~ SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR 5 . l TO 9 
TEACHER SCHOOLS 
Table VIII sho s the teaching load fort ro hundred and 
eleven (211) science teachers within the 5 .1 to 9 te cher 
school . Note there were 18 subjects which science teacher s 
29 




TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR 5 . 1 TO 9 
TEACHER SCHOOLS 
• Sub,1ects they teach • 
s: . • • : Ind: H. : : . • • • • . . • • 
29 
• • 
;2er wk .. : th:Eng:hist:sci:art:Ec:cml:ath:!ar:gov:other:Total 
• . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • 
1- 5 . 26 :12 . 24 :59 • l • 4: l . 2 . 1 • 6 . 18 . 158 • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • . . • . • . • • . • . • • . • • 
6-10 • 27 :13 • 21 :73 l :10: 4 . 3 . • 2 . 2 156 • . . . • . . . . • • • . • . . . • • • . • • . • • • • 
ll - 15 • 14 . 5 . 10 :46 . . 7: . • . 2 : 2 87 • • • • • • • • 
• . : • • . • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • 
16-20 10 6 . :18 . • 4: l : 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 : 42 . • . . . • . . . : : • . . . . . . > • . . . • • • • • • 
21-25 2 . 4 . 7 . . : . . 13 • • . . . • . . • • • • • . . • • • . • . • • • • • 
26 - 30 . . . 7 • . • . . . . 7 • • • • • • . . . • . • . • . : . • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • 
31- u,2 . . • • 1 . . • : • l • . • • • . • • . . • • . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • • • • 
Total 79 :40 55 :211: 2 : 25 : 6 . 6 . 2 :10 . 23 464 • • . -
Ark. Okla. 
30 
lie di an teaching science • • • • • 8 . 15 ~ -
Median teaching mathematics • • • h2Q. 6 . 00 
Median teaching history • • • • • 5 . 80 4 . 28 
were called upon to teach along with their science classes . 
Seventy nine (79) s cience te chers al o teach dditional 
cl ase in mathematics . Twenty six (26) teach five eriods a 
week, twenty seven (27) teach ten periods per week, fourteen 
(14) have fifteen periods per week and to (2) teach five 
30 
Ibid . , p . 29. 
vV 
periods per day of mathematic a.nd one period of science. 
In English twenty five (25) teach to to three periods a day 
and the rest science; also history is taught by many science 
teachers two to three periods per day. 
In the 5 .l to 9 teacher school s a science teacher is 
expected to teach science one to three periods a day and then 
allied subjects the rest of the day . Thus science in this 
size school must suffer for the lack of time and preparation . 
The median for science in the 5 .1 to 9 teacher school 
is 8 . 15 for science, 7 . 50 for mathemat ics, and 5 . 80 for history. 
TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR 9 .1 TO 13 
TEACHER SCHOOLS 
Table IX shows that in 9.1 to 13 teacher schools there 
were eighty nine (89 ) science teachers. There are sixteen 
(16) other subjects which a science teacher may be called upon 
to teach . Findings show thirty one (31) teaching mathematics , 
six (6) teach i ng English, and ten (10) teach ing history. The 
median fo~ science is 10 . 95 t mathematics ? . 65 periods per eek 
and h istory 6.65 periods per week . This group 9 . 1 to 13 teach.er 
school spend about half of their time teaching science and 
the rest for allied subjects . The mode i n mathematic is 
two periods per day so their time is divided between science 
and mat ematic. This is better as the two subjects go along 
well in the teaching field . Science needs mathematics and 
mathematics cr,eates greater scientists. 
TABLE IX 
TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR 9.1 TO 13 
TEACHER SCHOOLS 
-Subjects ch • the;>: te • 
Periods: . • • : Ind :H .: . . . • • . . • • 
:eer wk. :math:Eng:hi t:sci:art: Ec:cml:ath:agr:gov:other:Total . . • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • . • . • .
1-5 • 8 . 2 • 4 :24 . . • l . 6 • 2 6 47 • . • • • . . • . • . • • • • : . . . • • • • . • • • • • 
6 - 10 14 2 3 :18 • • 1 . 1 • 1 2 • 42 . • • • • 
: . • . • • . . . • . • • • • . . 
11-15 . 4 . . 2 :13 : . l . 1 . . l . 22 • • • • . • • • 
• . . : . . • • • • . • . 
16-20 3 l . 1 :13 . • 3: . : . : 21 . . • • . . • • . . . : . . . . • • • • • . . • 
21- 5 . 2 . 1 :10 . • . l . • 14 • . . . . • • 
• • . . • . : • . . • • • • • • . . . 
26-30 . :10 : l . • 11 • • • 
• . • . . . . : . . • • • • • • . . • 
31-UE . l . : L . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . 
otal . 31 6 . 10 :89 . . 3: 3 • 3 ? • 3 • • 9 158 • • • • . . .. 
Ark. Okla . 
31 
Median te ohing science • • • • • • 10 . 95 16.11 
e ian teaehing mathematics • • • • ? . 65 ?.50 
Median teaching hi tory • • • • • • 6 . 65 5 .00 
31 
Ibid., p . 31 
TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR 13.l TO 50 
TEACHER SCHOOLS 
The teaching load for science teachers shown in table X 
fort chers in 13.1 to 50 teacher schools i for ixty five 
(65) schools. The variation of ubj..,ct besides .aci nee 
taught is not great comp red to in the smaller school . The 
science teacher still is required to teach mathematic, 
-ngliah , and hi tory. There are eeventeen {17) teaching 
m the at ics an cienee, four (4) teo.chi ng English, nd 
seven (7} teaching history. There are ive (5) that teach 
science and coach athletics. The median for those teaching 
science is 19.00. The o e for science i in the interval 
26 t o 30 or 5 period per ay. any in this group do not 
teach as many periods per day as is required in the 5.1 to 
9 teacher school. re are eighteen (18) or 27 per cent of 
the cience teacher in the 13 . 1 to 50 teacher school that 
t ach 6 periods of oienee per day. Also, we find t~elve 
(12) or 19 per cent that have 5 periods of science per day, 
one teacher has English as the extra period. The others have 
the period free to give them time to make preparation for 
laboratory work and demonstration of ubject matter . There 
are thirteen (13) or 20 per cent that teech four (4) peri ods 
per day f sc·ence and to (2) of this group teach two (2) 
period per day of mathematics , and two ( 2) teach two (2) 
TABLE X 
TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR 13 . l TO 50 
TEACHER SCHOOLS 
. • 
_eriode : . . : Ind:H . : . • • . 
l!er wk . :m th.:Eng:hist : soi :art:Ec :cml: ath: gov: yr: other: Total 
• . • . : . . • . . . • • • • • • • . . • 
1-5 6 • 2 . 8 . : . 3 . l l . 3 . 24 • . . . • . . . . : . . . . . . . . • • • • . • 
6-10 • 5 . 1 3 • 7 . : . 2 . . . l . 19 • • . • . . . . • . . • . . . : • . • • • • . • 
11- 15 4 . . 2 7 . : : 13 . • . . . . . . : . . • . • • • • • • • • • 
1 5- 20 . 2 . . 2 : 13 . • • . . . 17 • • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • .. • • . • . . . . 
21- 25 . • • :12 . . . • • 12 . • • . • . • . 
• . . • . . . . . . • • . • • . • . • • 
26 - 30 • 1 • :18 • . • . • 19 • • • • . .. • . • • • . . . . . . • • • . • • • . . • 
31-up • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . - : . . • • . : : . . • • • . • 
Total • 17 • 4 7 : 65 : • . . 5 . l l : 4 . lQL_ . • • • • • • 
Ark . Okla. 
32 
?!edian teachins cience • • • • • • 19. 00 18 . 96 
Median teaching mathematics • • •· • 7 . 50 10 . 00 
edian teaehing history • • • • • • 11 . 25 5 . 00 
periods per day of history . 
The findings of t able X sho t e main supporting 
subjects are mathematics, histor y, athletics and nglish as 
el l as administrative work . 
32 
Ibid, . p . 33 
TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR SCHOOLS 
O:h"' OVER 50 TEACHEI S 
Table XI gives information about science te ohers for 
schools of over 50 t eachers of which there are only to (2) 
schools and twelve (12) science teacher s . 
34 
It was found that five (5) of this group are required 
tot aoh six (6) periods of science per day having no time 
for preparation of laboratory or demonstr ation work . Most of 
thee teachers carrying six (6) periods per day ere in one 
school . There were two (2) biology teachers th t had two (2} 
:periods of science, one of mathematics and one o.f English per 
day. One taught three (3) periods per day of science and 
athletics the remainder of the day . _ e four (4) that had 
three (3} periods of science had one addition l subject to 
teach. Only one (1) taught oience four (4) periods per day 
with no additional work. 
he trend in the large 50 teacher school is not to 
require the science te cher to handle any other subject 
except t h eir own. This enables them to speci lize more and 
to do a better job. 
The mode is t he interval of 11 to 15 periods per week 





TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR SCHOOLS 
OF OVER 50 TEACHERS 
SubJects thex teach 
• • . : Ind:H . : . . • • • • • • • . • 
35 
• • 
2er .wk . :math:Eng:hist:sci:art:Ee:eml:ath:!Sr:gov:other:Total 
• • • • : • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • 
1-5 . 1 . l • . • • 1 • • : 3 • • • • • • • • 
• . • • • : . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . • • 
6- 10 . l • . . 2 • . . . • . l • . 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • 
11-15 • . . . 4 . • • . . • 4 . • • • . • • . • • 
• . • . • . • • : . : • • • . • • • • • 
16- 20 • . • . l • . • • • . • • 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • . : • • . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
21- 25 • . : • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • 
26- 30 . • • . • . . . . • . • • • • . • . • . • • . : • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • 
31-U:E? • • • 5 • • • • . • • 5 • . • • • . • • • • 
• • • • • • • . . . . . • . • • • . • • . • • • 
Total • 2 l . :12 . . . . l • . l . : 17 • . . • • • ' . . 
TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHERS FOR ALL 
TEACHER SCHOOLS 
Table XII showing the load for all scho0ls ef five (5) 
teachers and up contains the information of three hundred and 
seventy (370) science teachers . 
Here you find ninty one (91) teach science l to 5 periods 
per week, ninty three ( 9:S) teach it 6 to 10 periods, seventy 
(70) teach l.l to 15 periods, forty five (45) teach 16 to 20 
periode, twenty nine (29) have 21 to 25 weekly periods, thir ty 
five (35) have science 26 to 30 periods per week or 5 peri·ods 
per day . There are seven (7) teach over 30 periods per week, 
36 
which means 6 periods per day . The mode for science is 6 to 
10 periods per week. 
Also the table shows one hundred and twenty nine (129) 
or 34 per cent teach mathematics and science, fifty one (51} 
or 13 per cent have English and science, while eventy two 
(72} or 19 per cent combine history with science . Then there 
are twenty eight (28) or 7 per cent that combine science and 
home economics. The findings show that fifteen (15) of the 
group handle athletics with science and eighteen (18) teach 
civics or some form of government and science . There are 
thirty six (36) that had ether varied subjects included ith 
their ecience. 
The majority of wide combinations are in the 5 . l to 9 
teacher school. 
The median for the science teacher in all schools is 
10 . 05 periods per week for math mathi.cs, 6 . 45 for history 
6 . 45. 
The median for the sa.me subjects in large schools in 
Oklahoma is science 17 .39, mathematics 5 . 92, and history 
4 . 44 periods' per week33 • 
The median for sm 11 schools in Oklahoma i s science · 
34 9.14, mathematics 9 . 12, and history ?.52 periods per week • 
33 
Ibid ., P • 36 . 
34-
J'ames Payne., Q];? . ill• p . 28 . 
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TABLE XII 
TEACHING LOAD OF SCIENCE TEACHER FOR ALL 
TEACHER SCHOOLS 
• Subjects they teach • 
Periods: • . : Ind:H.: . . . . . • • . • . • • 
I!er wk . :math: Eng :hist : sci: art: ec , cml: ath: agr :goT: other: Tot.al 
• • . . • • • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • 
1- 5 • 41 . 17: 28 . 91: l : ": 1 . ? . 2 • 12: 27 • 231 • • • • . • • . • . • . • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • 
6 - 10 • 4'7 . 16: 27 • 93: 1 :10: 5 • 6 . . 4: 5 • 214 • . . • • • • 
• : • . • • • • . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • 
11- 15 • 22 • 5: 14 . 70: . 7: • l . l 2: 3 . 125 • • . • • • . 
• . . . • . : • . • • • • • • . . . • . • 
16- 20 • 15 • ?: 3 . 45: • 7: l . 1 1 . : 1 . 8 1 • . • • • . . 
• • . : • . . • . . • • . • • . . . . . • 
21-25 • " 
. 5: • 29: • : l . • . . . 39 • . • • • • • • • . . . . • : • • • . • . • • • . . . • • • • • 
26- 30 • . l: : 35: • • 1 • . . . . 37 • • • . . . • • . • 
• • . : • : • : . . . . • • • • • • • • • 
31-on • . . . 7: . . . . . . . 7 • • • • • • . • • • • 
• • • • . : • . . • . • • • . • • . . • • 
Tot 1 :129 . 51: ?2 :370: 2 :28: 9 :15 . 4 . 18: 36 . 734 . . • • 
35 36 
Ark L. Okla. s .okla. 
schools schools chools 
Median science • • • 10 . 05 17.39 9 . 14 
Median mathematics • 6 . 45 5 . 92 9 . 12 
:Median history • • • 6 . 45 4 . 44 7 . 57 
35 
Argus F . Smith., 12£• ill• P • 36 
36 
James Jayne. , Loe . cit . p . 28 . 
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SCIENCE COMBINATIONS BY SUBJECTS 
Table XIII shows the teaching combinations with cience 
for three hundr ed and eighty two (382) teachers . This is 
good representation of the cience teachers of the State . 
Fr om this number two hundred and three (203) are men and one 
hundred and seventy nine (1?9) are omen . 
The findings show that ninty two (92) or 24 per cent 
r 
teach only science, and that seventy four (74) or 19 per cent 
combine science and athematics. History has twenty fie (25) 
or 6 per cent. 
Inter esting to not is that the fields chosen by the 
men are subjects that follow close to science, which are 
science and superintendent or principal chosen by twenty (20), 
superintendent and mathematics there are thirteen (13), 
thematics and history eight (8), athletics seven (7) while 
for the women their greater combinations are science and English 
twenty (20) or 10 per cent, home economics twenty five (25) 
or 12 per cent, followed with science and history eleven (ll) 
or 6 per cent . Also history and English has eleven (11), 
history and sociol ogy eleven (11) . There was only one women 
principal that was teaching science. 
As one can se e from table XIII there is a wide variation 
of subjects and combinations which a cience teacher is called 
upon to supply in the roll of a high school science teacher . 
.., ., 
TABLE XIII 
SCIENCE COMB INATIONS BY SUBJECTS 
Size of school . Men omen • 
Science :5 . 1-:9 .1 - :13 . 1-:oYer:Total:5.l- : 9 . l - :13.l-:over:Total 
and :9 :13 :50 :50 . :9 :13 :50 :50 . . • 
Science . 13 . 12 . 15 . 3 . 43 12 • 10 . 23 . 4 . -i9 • • . • • • • . • 
Supt.Prin: 12 • 4 • 4 . . 20 . l . . • l . • . • • . • • 
Supt . math: 10 • 3 • • . 13 . . . : . • • • • • • • • 
Supt .hist: 6 : 2 • . . 8 . . . . . • • • . • • • • 
Supt . agri: • • • . . • • • • . • • 
Supt .Eng . • . • . . • . . • • • • • • • . • . • 
Supt .a.th • 1 • • . l . . . • . . • . . • . • 
Supt.cml . 2 • . . 2 . . . . . • • • • • • • . • 
Supt.lang: l • • . l L : . . • • • • • 
Ma.th. . 25 . 14 . 9 . 48 . 16 . 6 . 3 . l . 26 • • • • . . • • • 
Math.hist: 6 . 2 . . • 8 . 2 • • l • 3 . • • • • . . • 
Math . cml • . • l • • 1 2 . l . . . 3 • • • • • . • . • 
Math .Eng • l • • 1 • : 2 : 5 • l . • 6 • . • • . • • 
Hist . soc • 5 . l . • 6 . 8 . l • 2 . 11 • • • . • • • • 
Hist. Eng . 3 • 1 . • • 4 . 9 . 2 . . . 11 • • • • • • • • • • 
English . l • 1 . . 2 : 17 . 2 1 : . 20 • • • • • • 
Eng .H .Ec • . . . 2 • . . • 2 . . •· . • • • • 
Commerce l . l . . 2 • • l . . • l • . • • . • • . 
Agri 2 : l . . • 3 . . • . : . • • . . . . 
Arts • • . • 1 : . . 1 . . • . • • 
Art .grade: . • • 1 . • • 1 • • • • • . 
Home Ee . . . • . . . 23 . 2 . . • 25 • • • . . • . . . . 
H.Ec .hist : l . . • • 1 . 2 • • . . 2 . • • • . • • . . 
Ath . . l : 3 . 2 . 1 • 7 . . l l . • . • • • 
Reli . sei • l • . l • . 2 • . . . . • • • • • . • . • • 
Hist . ath . l • • . . 1 1 l . • 2 . • • . • . . 
Speech . . . . . . : . . • • • . • . • • 
F . lang . l . l . 1 . 3 . • . • . • . • • . . • 
Ath.grade: 3 • 2 l . : 6 . . . l . l • • . • • • 
H~story . 7 . 5 . 1 l . 14 . 9 . l • l . . ll • • . • . • • . . 
Soe . Studi: 3 • • 2 • • 5 . . • 1 . l . 2 . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Total :107 . 5:5 : 38 • 5 • 203 :109 . 29 : 34 . r, :179 . . . . .. I 
Total for both men and women • • • • • • • •· • • • 382 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR 5 . l TO 9 TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NUMBER OF CLASSES 
You will find in table XIV the findings of two hundred 
and t enty five (225) science teachers who fall within the 
5 .1 to 9 teacher school. 
40 
From this group there are onl7 twenty five (25) that 
teach science, only nine (9) of which teach six classes a 
day, six (6) teach five classes, three (3) teach four cla es 
and four (4) that teach two classes a day; the re ainder of 
their time is spent in keeping study halls. Also note that 
eleven (11) teach science and are superintendents, d six (6) 
have two classes a day as well as administrat ive duties . 
There are forty four (44) that teach four classes per da.y 
other than science, forty three (43) teach three cl sses per 
day besides science and thirteen (13) tech five classe per 
day allied subjects and one eience class. 
The mode fer science and other subjects in h i gh school 
only is two (2~ cl ases science and four (4) claases other 
subjects . 
Findings show that eighty (80) or 34 per cent te eh two 
classes in science per day, and that sixty three (63) or 26 
per cent tech one elass of science per day . The mode for 
the number of science classes taught per day is two (2) . 
The median of science elasses is 4 . 57 per day for other 
high school classes 1 . 84 per day . But the teaching load i 
41 
TABLE XIV 
SCIENCE C01IBINATIONS FOR 5 . 1 TO 9 TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NmlBER OF CLASSES 
• Number other than science • 
Number . : . • • 
science: High school • Supt . . Grades . • 
classes: . • . . • . . • : • . . • • • • • . • . . . • 
• 0: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: O: 1: 2: 3: 4: l: 2: 3: 4: 5: Total • 
• : • • • . • . . • . : : • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • . . . 
1 • 3: 4: 8:20:13: 1: 3: 5: 2: 2: . • 2: • 63 • • • • 
: . . . . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • 
2 . 4: 1:13:20:21: . 6: 2: 3: 2: l: 1: l: . 4: l: 80 • • • 
• • • • • • • • . . • : • .. . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 
~ • 3:18:14: 2: . 3: 1: . . . . l: l: l: • 44 • . • . • • • 
: . • : • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • 
4 • 3: 7: 6: l: l: . l: . : . 1: . . • • 20 • • • • • • . • 
• • • • • . • : • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • 
5 • 6: 3: . . . . • . • . . • . • 9 • • . • . • . • . . . • • 
: : • : • . • • • . • • . • • . : • • • • • . . • • • . • • 
6 . 9: . . . . . . . . . : • . . . 9 • • • • • • • • • • . . . • 
• . • : • • • . • . . . • • . • . • • . • • • 
Total :25:14 : 41 :43: 44:13:11: 6: 8: 4: 3: 2: 2: 3: 5: 1: 225 
Median number of science classes • •· • • • • • • 4 . 57 
edian number other high school classes • • • • 1.84 
Total median teaching load • • • • • • • • • • . 6 . 41 
Median number seienee classes Okla . 
'!, 7 
2 . 95 • • • • • • 
Median number other classes Okla . 
37 
l.88 • • • • •· • 
Median total load Okla . 
37 
4 . 83 • • • • • • • • • • • 
6 . 41 classes per day . This figure is due no doubt to the fact 
that in smaller schools 5 . 1 to 9 teachers have 8 shorter per-
iods while in the large school the periods are longer and ther e 
are fewer of them. 
37 
Argus F . Smith, .Qp . !!1• p. 42 . 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR 9 . l TO 13 TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NUMBER OF CLASSES 
42 
Table X:V has the teaching combinations of seventy eight 
(78) science teachers in the 9 . 1 to 13 teacher bracket. 
From this number eighteen (18) are te ching only one 
class of science, twenty are teaching only two cl sses, eleven 
(11) are teaching three (3) clasae per da.y of science twelve 
{12) teach four (4) cl es per day, eleven (ll) teach five 
periods per day, and six (6) teach six full classes of sci nee 
per day . 
Findings show 23 of the 78 teachers teach nothing but 
science while 12 teach science and 2 other cl sses per day . 
There are 9 teachers that handle 5 other classes per day 
with science, of the group of 9 six teach only one science 
class. 
The median for science classes i n the 9 . 1 to 13 te cher 
school is 4 . 31 classes per day. The median for other classes 
is 1 .. 46 classes per day. The median total load is 5 . ?? classes 
per day. 
The mode in high school only i s between the interval of 
zero and one class . The mode for the total number of classes 
ie the interval two (2) . 
TABLE XV 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR 9 .1 TO 13 TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NUMBER OF CLASSES 
. Number other than science . 
• . • . 
Number High school . SUI?t • • Grade • • 
science: • . . . . . • • . . • . • . : • • • • • • . . • . . • • . 
43 
: 








. • • • . • • . . • . . . . . . • • • • . • • . • . . • • • • • . . : 2: 1: 5: 6: 1: l: l: . 1: . : . • • . • . 
• . • . • . . . • . • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 3: 2: 3: 4: 2: 1: 4: . . . 1: . . • • • • . • . . 
• . • • . • . . . . • . • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 
2: : 5: 2: . . 1: . . . . l: . . . . • • . • • • . . 
: . . • : . • . • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 
• 7: l : 5: . . • . • : . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . 8: 2: • 1: . . • . . . . • • • . • • • • . . . • : • . • . • . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • . • . . 6: . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . • . • • • ~ 
:23: 6 :12: 6: 9: 9: 3 : 5: l: . . 2· 1: . . . • z • • 
Ark . Okla. 
38 
Median science class s • • • 4 . 31 ~ 
Median other classes • • • • ~ he.! 
Median total teaching loa.d • 5 . 77 5 . 75 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR 13 .l TO 50 TEACHER SCHOOLS 








Sc ience combinations tor 13 . 1 to 50 teacher schools as 
shown i t table XVI ar e for sixty four (64) teacher of science. 
Out of this gr oup 36 or 56 per cent teach only science . 
38 
I!?.!.£!, • p. 44 . 
TABLE XVI 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR 13 . l TO 50 TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NUMBER OF CLAS ES 
• Number other t han science • -• . . • • • 
Number . Hif'~ school . Su;et. . Grades • • • 
science: . . . • . . • . . . . • • . • • • . • • • • 
44 
cla see: 0: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 1: 2: 3: 4: 0: l: 2: 3: 4 : 5: Total 
• • . • : • • . . . • . . • • • . . • • • . . • • • . 
l • 1: 1: l: . 2: . . . . . : • . 1: • 6 • • • • . . . • • • . . . . : : . . . • . • • • . • • • 
2 • • l: 2: 1: 1: • • • : : 2: . . ? • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . • . . : • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3 2: 2: 3: l: . : • : . 8 • • • 
• . . : • • • • . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 
4 6: 2: 3: • • . • . l: . . 12 • • • • • • • . : • • . ' • . . • . • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • 5 :13: 3: . • • . . • l: . • . . . 17 . • • . • . • • . .. 
• • . . . • • . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 
6 :14: • : • . . : . 14 . • • • . . . . : . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • • • • 
Total :36: 6: 7: 5: 4: l: . . . 2: . . 2: l: 64 • • . . . 
Ark. Okl a. 
39 
Median science ola.sses • • • ~ i.&g 
:Median other classes • • • • ~ . 88 
Median total teaching load • ~ ~ 
From the 36 fourteen (14) teach 6 classes per day, 13 teach 
5 classes per day, 6 teach 4 classes per day, 2 teach 3 ela see 
per day, and one ha only one science class per day. There are 
no euperintendenta that teach science in this group . 
The findinge show that only a small number of science 
39 
.!ill,. p . 45 
5 
teachers in the 13 . l to 50 teacher school are required to 
teach other subjects . Seven (7) are found that teach two (2) 
other classes per day and six (6) have one other class • . 
The median for eienee classes is 4 . 69 per day . edian 
for other classes 2 . 16 per da.y, and the total teach ing load 
is 6 . 85 classes per day . 
The tendency seems to be that all science teacher s are 
required to carry full load, thus they must neglect their 
additional preparations that are very essential for a good 
ci enee teacher . 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR OVER FIFTY TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NUMBER OF CLASSES 
The findings a shown in table XVII are combinations 
for twelve (12) teachers in the schools of over 50 t eachers. 
There are seven( ?) that teach science only, three (3) 
teach one othe~ subject and two (2) teach two other subject. 
The distribution here is two (2) teachers teach six 
ela. see per day, two (2) teach f ive classes of -science per 
day and one teacher one other class . One teacher has f our 
(4) science classes and one other subject . One has only 
three classes of ecience, one has three classes of science 
and one other subject . One has three (3) science el aases 
and two other subject , and two (2) teach only two cl asses 
TABLE XVII 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR OVER FIFTY TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NUMBER OF CLASSES 
. Number other than science • . i . • • 
. umber . High school . SU:Rt• • Grades . • • 
science: . . • • • . . • • • . . . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • . 
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classes: O: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: O: l: 2: 3: 4: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5:Total 
• . . . . : . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . • . • . . 
1 . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . 
• . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . • 
2 . 2: . . . . . . . . . 2 . • • • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • 
3 1: 1: 2: . . . • . . . . . 4 . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . . • • . • • • • . . . 
4 . . 1: . . . : l . . . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . 
5 . 2: 1: . . 3 . • . . . : • . • • . . • . . . . • . • • . • . • • 
6 2: . . . . . . . . . . 2 • • • • • • • . . . 
• . . . . . • • . . . . 
Total . 7: 3: 2: • . . . 12 . • . . . 
Ark . Okla. 
40 
Medi an science classes • • . ~ 5 . 70 
Median other cl asses • • . • ~ _&! 
Median total teaching load . 6 . 95 5 . 71 
per day . In this group the teachers of science re confined 
to science which should be an ideal set up if they do not have 
too many classes per day. How ever many time these teachers 
have other extra curricular activities to handle . 
The median science classes in over fifty (50 ) teacher 
40 
~ •• p . 47 . 
school is 4 . 25 classes per day. Other classes are 2.70 per 
day. Still their total load is 6 . 95 classes per day. 
Science needs time . 
4? 
There is still too little time f or the necessary 1 b-
ratory preparation to be made in teaching seienoe properl y . 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR ALL TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NID!BER OF CLAScEs 
Table XVIII shows the combinations of science teachers 
for all schools above five (5 ) teachers in the State of Arka.nsa. 
This information is for three hundred and seventy nine {3?9) 
teachers of cience . 
rom the 3?9 science teachers findings show 105 or 27 
per cent teaching science only, 14 of this group are super-
intendents and they have administrative duties. There are 29 
or 7 . 54 per cent teaching one other subject and science. 
There is an increase as we get into the number of classes of 
other subjects. e find sixty four {64) teach science and 
two other cla sea, fifty four (54) or 14 per cent three other 
classes and fifty six (56) or 15 per cent teach four other 
classes and science. There are twenty three (23) or 6 per 
cent that have five other subjects to teach and science. 
There are fourteen (14) superintendents that teach science. 
Most of them have one tot o other classes and science only. 
One has to teach as many as four classes in a day . 
The mode for superintendents is two (2) classes per day. 
. . 




l • • 
• • 
2 . • 
• • 
3 • • 
• . 
4 • • 
• . 
5 . • 
• .
6 . • 
• • 
Total • • 
Per . • 
TABLE XVIII 
SCIENCE COMBINATIONS FOR ALL TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY NUMBER O CLASSES 
Number other than science 
• . 
High school only . Superintendent 
' . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • 
0 • l • 2 . 3 • • • 5 . 0 l . 2 . 3 . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • : • . • • • • . . . • • 
4 . l : 7 . 9 • 27 • 19: 2 . 4 . 6 • 2 . • • • • • . • • . . • • . . . . • • • • • • . • • . • • 
6 . ' 
. 16 • 25 • 26 3: 7 . 6 . 3 • 2 . • • • • • • • • 
• . • . . • . • . • • • • • • • . 
5 • 4 • 27 . 1 9 . 2 • . 4 . 1 . . • • • • • • . . . • • 
• • • . . . . . . • • . • . • • . . • • 
16 . 11 • 14 • l . l . . 1 . . . • • • • • • • . • 
• • : . . . . . . • • . . • . 
29 • 9 . . l: . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • • • . 
31 . • • . . • • • . . • . • • • . • • 
• • • . • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • 
91 • 29 • 64 . 54 . 56 : 23:14 :11 • 9 • 4 . • • • • • • • 






cent : 23 . 667 . 54:16 . 6:14 . l:14 . 5 :5 . 9:3 . 6: 2 . 8:2 . 34:l . 04 : . 78 
. Number other than science • 
• . • • 
Number . Grades • . • 
science: • . • . • . • . • . • . 
classes: 0 • l . 2 . 3 • 4 • 5 . Total . Per cent • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . • • . • • • • • 
1 • l . • 2 . l . . 87 . 22 . 95 • • • • • . . 
• . • . . : . . • • • • • • • 
2 • • 2 . 1 . 2 • 4 . l . 109 . 28 . 34 • . • . • • • . 
• . • . . . . • • • • • . • 
3 : . 2 • 1 1 . . 66 . 1 7 . 16 • . . . . 
• • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • 
4 • l . 1 . : • . . '46 . 11 . 96 • • . • • • . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . 
5 . l : . . . . . 40 . 10 . 40 • • • . • • • . . . . . • • . • • • . . • . • 
6 . . . • • . . 31 . 8 . 06 • • . • • • • • . . . . . . • • . • • . • . 
Total . 2 . " • 3 . 5 • 6 . l • 379 . 100 • • . . • • . • er . • . : . • . . • • . • • • • 
cent . • 52: 1 . 04: . 78: 1 . 30: 1 . 56: . 26: . 100 • • 
TABLE XVIII (continued) 
MEDIAN AND PER CENT FOR ALL TEACHER SCHOOLS 
BY COMPARISON 
41 
Ark. Okla . 
Large 
Vedian total science classes . • • 4.50 2 . 35 
edian total other classes • • • • 2.71 3 . 56 
Median teaching total load • • • 7. 21 5 . 91 
Per cent total high schoo s • • 82 . 2 80 . 98 
Per cent t tal superintendents • 10 . 86 12 . 60 










22 . 17 
The grades find very few science te chers dividing their 
work with other cl s ees, there are twenty one (21) te cher 
that teach science and teach in t he grades . This is no doubt 
due to the demand for science teachers and the short e there 
are in the field. 
The median for science classes of all schools is 4 .50 per 
day . The total teaching load is 7 . 21 classes per day . This 
is to much of a load for a good science teacher to do 
fficient work . 
41 
Ibid • , p • 4 9 • 
42 
James Payne ., 2£• cit . p . 43. 
COMP ISON OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
EMPLOYING MORE THAN 5 TEACHERS Al'TD THOSE EMPLOYING 
LESS THAN 5 TEACHERS 
50 
Table XIX shows the comparison b tween large schools in 
Arkansas ith small schools in Oklahoma and the compari on 
between large schools in Oklahoma a.nd Arkansas. 
The trend is toward the large school as to years spent 
in the same district . But otherwise there ia very little 
differ nee . The science teacher's load is too heavy. Thus 
the alert teacher ia more apt to apply for th school ith 
the best enviroment l conditions and the highest salar y. 
I feel that this thesis material has value for the 
att mpt of Education to st dardize cience teacher. Thi 
need to be done to settle tho science teacher down and thus 
obtain more efficient result. 
Science is not an easy subject and only one year is 
required for graduation . This shows that the large number of 
students taking science subject do o voluntarily either becauoE 
of the interest it offers, or it is an essenti 1 foundation 
for many jobs in life . 
One question usually asked in normal timea of a boy seeking 
employment was whether or not they had t ken chemi try or 
phys i cs. · No doubt the unsettled conditions of the orld to~day 
cau·sed the status of science teachers in our schools to be 
below par . 
TABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF SECOND.ARY SCHOOLS 
EMPLOYING MORE THAN 5 TEACHERS AND THOSE EMPLOYING 
LESS THAN 5 TEACHERS 
. Te~chers emRlo;y:ed . . • 43: 44: • • 
• Ark . . Okla . • Okla . . • • • • 
Median . over 5 • over 5 . under 5: . • • . • . . • • • . 
Years experi ence • • . 5 . 28 . 6 . ?3 • 6 . 53 •· • • • • • . . : • . 
Years in present distri ct . : . 05 . 1 . 74 . 1 . 68 • • . . . • • . 
Hours for biology • • • • • • 13 . 64 • 16 . 00 • 15 . 83 . . • • . . . . • • • • 
Hours for geography • • • . 2 . 40 • 5 . 40 • 5 . 50 • • • • • 
• . • . • . • • 
Hours for physiology • • . 6 . 72 • 4 . 25 • 6 . 22 • • • • • . . • • . • • • 
Hours for physical science: 18.92 • 18.11 • 8 . 46 • . • • . • . . . • . . 
Total semester hours sci . • 24 .. 20 • 36 . 10 • 32 . 72 . • • • • 
• • . . . • • . 
Periods science per week . 10 . 05 • 17 . 39 . 9 . 19 . . • • • 
• . . • . . • • 
Periods math . per week • • 6 . 45 • 5 . 92 . 9 . 12 . • • • • • 
• • . . . • • • 
Periods history per wee . 6 . 45 . 5 . 92 • 7 . 57 . . • • • . • . • • • • .
Total teaching load • • • • 7 . 21 • 5.91 . 5 . 69 : • • • . . . . • • • • 
Salary • • • • ., . . • • • • :$9? . 60 :122 . 61 : 10? . 05 . • 
43 
Argus F . Smith • • ~·£!!• p . 54 . 
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13 . 62 
13 . 00 
24 . 00 
33 . 16 
12. 00 
13 . 33 
5 . 00 
Si.ster Mary Lawrence ~,ranz, The Status o,r Sci ence In 
Cathol ic High Schools Qf Oklahoma. thesis 1939--: 1940 . p . ~ • • 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 
OF THE STUDY 
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
52 
There were 349 sehoola tabulated which had a teaching 
force in science of 382 . From thia number 203 or 53 per cent 
are m n and 179 or 44 per cent are women . 
There are 71 6r 42 per cent of the men that are teaching 
their first year and 117 or 55 per cent of the women without 
any experienee, altogether 188 or 49 per cent of the science 
teachers do not have any experience in teaching. 
The median experience for men in present district is 1.50 
ye rs and for women it is . 91 years. But the median experience 
of the science teacher is men 9 .21 years women 2.85 year . 
The number of men and women that a.re teaching ith one 
years experience is 28 or 16 per cent men 31 or 15 per cent 
women, all together 59 or 16 per cent. Thus e find 247 or 
64 per cent of the teachers of science without teac ing 
experience. 
College hours listed in various subjects found 294 hours 
of physical science or a median of 18.92 semester hours, for 
biology 144 or a median of 13.64 semester hours, physiology 
29 or 6 .72 semester hours and geography 24 or a median of 
2 . 40 semester hours . 
In the teaching fields median semester hours are biology 
10 . 68, zoology 6 .64, botany 7 . 12, physiology 6.52, chemistry 
53 
9 . 20, phys i cs 7 . 92 , geo l ogy 2 . 52, and geography 4 . 40 se ester 
h aurs . The div isio:mhere were divided between biology , a total 
of 310 semester hours , chemistr y 242 hours, and physics 133 
s emester hours . 
The median number of semester hours of college sc ience 
for men teachers in the 349 large schooln in Arkansas is 
29 . 30 semester hours . For the women of Arkansas it is 20 . 20 
semester hours . The median for both men and iom n in .Arkansas 
is 24 . 20. The majority f the women eachers had between 16 
and 20 semester hours of cience . The men had a more even1y 
deetributed distribution of college ours of training . 
There ere several cases of inter st, ne vo~en listed 
115 hours of college science . Anoth r listed 95 hours and 
one man listed 91 hours of science and all in the field of 
ph ics . he women had t ken all they could in the bio -
logical sciences. Also there ere two women listed that did 
not have any hours of co l lege science, four men with onl y f our 
hours college cience and 7 women wit only 4 hours of college 
sci nee . O e other group listed only 8 hours of college 
training, of this number 12 were men and 22 were women . This 
ie a very poor background for teaching science . 
There is a direct relationship between college training 
nd s a lary. he salary for teachers w· th 123 hours or less 
of college work ie 82 . 05 dollars per month, for 124 to 153 
oollege hours is 104 . 05 dollars per month and for 154 and 
better hours of coll ge work 157.75 dollars per month . 
Whi l e the average salary for all teachers regardless of college 
training is 9? . 60 dollars per month . In most cases the more 
college training the teacher hae the b t ter the a lary . How-
ever in one oase a women had a Ph . D. degree with college hours 
f 198 and ten years experience and as only getting 85 dollars 
am nth . 
Also the f i ndings show that the more year of experience 
a teacher has t he h igher the salary . The median salary for 
a tea cher 
per month . 
ith one to five years exp rience is 92 . 69 dollars 
This is not ery god when a teacher without any 
experience h s am dian salary of 90 . 62 dollars per month . 
The median for a t eacher with four to six years experience i s 
99.90 dollars, for seven to nine years experience 111 . 75 
d 11 re, f or ten to twelve a drop to 105.75 dollars . Then 
for thirteen to fifteen nd sixteen to eighteen 138.00 dollars 
and for those above ninteen 159.9? dollars per month . There 
ere in each bracket from 10 to 19 years experience four to 
five teachers that recei ed better than 240 dol lars pe r month . 
One man was be ing paid 302 do l lars per month for ten months. 
'he size of school dos not eem to make a very great 
difference . he medians are to ne r alike, compared ith 
Oklahoma s chool s. A better standnrd needs to be et up for 
s cience teacher s or the incentive is going to be to neglect 
the subject and str i ve to obtain a better means of l ivelihood . 
Mathematics. history, superintendents, athletics, and 
55 
government are the outstanding combi nations for the men . 
Mathemat ics, heme economi cs and F.nglish are the combinations 
for the women . 
he science teaehing field i i n need of recognition 
for servi ce rendered and if it is not adjusted soon t he 
public ill find a deplorable situation t face . Men science 
teachers cannot be expected to remain in the field when much 
more attractive opportunities are offered to them. 
he world needs science instruction. 
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